TO DISCOVER TUSCANY
A YEAR ........ TO LIVE IN ........... LUCCA
To escape ............ from the routine
Why a holiday in Lucca?
Many are the reasons: it is a central city easily reachable with any means of transportation.
It is a combination of numerous art and culture treasures, which very often escapes the tourist
attention and for this reason Lucca distinguishes itself for the exclusivity with which combines art,
culture, entertainment and shopping, armouniously united.
SAN LUCA PALACE offers new experiences and exclusive invitations. To enrich your holiday
with intense emotions, your days can become special by selecting our offers and programs which
will give you comfort hospitality, itinerary, discoveries and unique events.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS TO MAKE THE HOLIDAY MORE ENJOYABLE
Millions of tourists visit Italy annually to partake in the country’s rich culture and to fall in love
with the scenic beauty, the food and the people
Tuscany is the land of opportunity that translates to dining, relaxing, walking through history and
scores of other ways to enjoy life. Have fun exploring our web site and plan your visit.
THE FOUR SEASONS OF OUR OFFERS
The four seasons inspired Vivaldi, but they are also those that give the pastime of every year of
our life.
These offers, that develop between the springtime warmth, the long desired heat of the vacations
and the wonder of the bright colors of autumn, will be rich of emotions and interesting contents.
The clear sky and the starred nights, the green and coolness of the parks, the sea and the city with
its colors, are images that will remain in the eyes of everyone on the “return to home”.
There are many opportunities and novelties which will surprise for the refinement and unusuality
of our proposals that will offer you operas, concerts, ballets, but also relax, art, culture,
gastronomy, shopping and we must not forget golf, tennis, wellness.
LONG WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS
24.04/26.04 (Festa della Liberazione/Liberation Day)
28.04/02.05 (Festa del Lavoro-Ascensione/Work Day-Ascension Day)
01.06/03.06 (Festa della Repubblica/Republic Day)
14.08/16.08 (Ferragosto/August Holiday)
01.11/04.11 (Ognissanti/All Saints’ Day)
07.12/09.12 (Festa dell’Immacolata Concezione/Immaculate Conception Day)
The rates include:
- bed and breakfast (buffet) in double room
- possibility of early check-in and late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness” in room
- welcome drink
The rates are per person and include taxes, services and V.A.T.
Extra charge double room single use Euro 30,00 a day
Reductions for babies and children
(in the same room with parents) :
free from 0 to 6 years – 50% from 7 to 11 years – 30% from 12 to 15 years

Euro
Euro
Euro
Euro
Euro
Euro

160,00
310,00
170,00
180,00
290,00
150,00

ST.
“ Love is the poem of feelings”
13th/15th February
Celebrate the “feast of lovers” in the romantic atmosphere of Lucca.
The rates include:
- two nights in double room with up-grade in Junior Suite
- breakfast served in room
- possibility of early check-in and late check-out (if available)
- basket of “sweets”
- welcome drink
Candle-light dinner at Buca di S.Antonio Restaurant.
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.

EASTER HOLIDAY Euro 220,00
Christmas with ...... your parents ....... Easter with ....... who you want
07th/09th April
The rates include:
- 2 nights in double room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in and late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness”
- welcome drink
- Easter Eve tasting the “Colomba” typical cake
- Easter lunch at Buca di S.Antonio Restaurant (with drinks).
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.
Extra charge double room single use Euro 30,00 a day
Reductions for babies and children
(in the same room with parents) :
free from 0 to 6 years – 50% from 7 to 11 years – 30% from 12 to 15 years

140°CARNIVAL OF VIAREGGIO Euro 160,00
The Carnival of Viareggio, born in 1873, is considered the most important carnival celebration of
Italy.
The papier-machè floats are high 20 meters and are masterpieces of art which parade along the
seaside boulevards, in front of thousands of spectators on February 05th 12th 19th 21st 26th starting
at 3:00 p.m. and on 03rd March starting at 19:00 p.m. It is a feast with a lot of fun and a dive into
the “carnival transgression”.
The rates include:
- 2 nights in double room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in and late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness”
- welcome drink
- ticket for the carnival parade
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.
Extra charge double room single use Euro 30,00 a day.

SPECIAL FOR THE FAMILY
- 2 adults with one child in same room
Euro 375,00
- 2 adults with two children in same room Euro 450,00
The rate includes the described activities.

WEEK-END THERMAE AND ART IN TUSCANY
Valid for period April till October
The Italians are a population of travellers and navigators. Why discredit this old saying? The
summer has arrived quickly, and you are intent on planning your holiday.
We propose particular packages rich of relaxing and touching moments with a stay of 3 nights
articulated as specified below:
- one day, in the morning, is dedicated to your wellness, benefiting by thermal treatments at
the “Excelsior”, situated in Montecatini Terme where you can have a “service” room at our
hotel “Piccadilly”.
Sample at the Thermae Relax: for Him
- Thermal Oasis
This treatment consists of a Swedish sauna, a Turkish bath with Chromo therapy,
emotional thermal showers and a relaxing rest in thermal vapors.
Sample at the Thermae Beauty: for Her
- Thermal Jacuzzi bath with Mediterranean fragrances
A relaxing soak in thermal waters enriched with essential oils, salts and Mediterranean fragrances.
- Californian massage
Californian massage is known for its sensitivity and be very relaxing. It has a toning effect on the
skin, acts on easing tensions of the muscular system, stimulates the circulation of blood and
lymphatic, reactivates the vitality of breathing and internal organs, calm and tones the nervous
system. Has an extraordinary beneficial effect on the mental activities, on emotions and the
psyche.
- Visit dedicated to Palazzo Pfanner with its Baroque architecture and its beautiful Italian garden
and then continue visiting Pinacoteca Nazionale Palazzo Mansi as a noble residence.
- April/June Euro 330,00
- July/October Euro 360,00
The rate is per person and includes the decribed activities, welcome drink, a buffet breakfast,
taxes, service and V.A.T.
Extra charge for double room single use is Euro 30,00 a day.

WEEK-END ART AND SEASIDE IN TUSCANY
Valid for period June till September
-

2 days dedicated to “relax” lying down under the “awnings” of a historical bathing
establishment in Forte dei Marmi where you can walk on fine sand or enjoy the coolness of
a luxuriant garden.
1 day dedicated to Palazzo Pfanner with its Baroque architecture and its beautiful Italian
garden then continue visiting Pinacoteca Nazionale Palazzo Mansi as a noble residence and
Museo Nazionale Villa Guinigi

The price is Euro 375,00 (May/June) and Euro 480,00 (July/August/September).
The rates include:
- 3 nights in double room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness”
- welcome drink
- tickets, “awning” with 2 deck-chairs and table
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.
Extra charge double room single use Euro 30,00 a day.

THE COMFORT OF BEING SOMEWHERE ELSE
WITH THE PLEASURE OF FEELING AT HOME
Comfort, refinement and attention to the needs of the Guest: these are promises that San Luca
Palace Hotel always mantaines, imposing itself gradually in the touristic world of Lucca, thanks to
its quality and excellence in services offered to whoever chooses and continues to choose our and
your new “Home” in Lucca.
A hotel where guests can find elegant rooms and take advantage of our halls, where the taste and
the attention in details characterizes its elegance; these aspects will transform your holiday at “San
Luca” into an experience to be rembered moment by moment when you are at home, desiring to
go back as soon as possible.
“FOUR LESS ONE” – Euro 260,00
Valid for period January/March
A stay of 4 nights at the price of 3 nights in Junior Suite with a buffet breakfast, welcome drink,
basket of “sweets”, possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available), taxes, service and
V.A.T. Rate is per person.

GOLF TOUR IN TUSCANY
THE SWING
Are you a fond player of golf or do you like to play it every once in a while? Don’t miss the
opportunity to take advantage of our offers.
Come to discover Lucca and everything that makes it so special. The city of “Ilaria” is one of the
most famous places in Italy; it is a precious “jewel-case” full of a lot of beauties of historical and
artistic value to be discovered slowly in the squares, the churches, the palaces, the streets. Lucca is
a perfect base to play golf and to visit the historical cities of Tuscany at the same time. Lucca is
situated between Pisa and Florence, served by 2 airports and easily reached by the highway, which
allows you to arrive to the best golf courts within an hour of travelling.
In Tuscany, the golf means emotions and feelings that grow in a place where nature, culture,
pleasure and wellness reign.
For those who love to play golf it is impossible not to be fascinated by these places, surrounded by
a green and luxuriant nature with the bright sun in the sky.
Our offer proposes the opportunity to play in some of the best golf courts in Tuscany, projected by
famous architects where golf players will be able to implement their skills and admire beautiful
panoramas at the same time.
INDICATION OF GOLF COURTS
-

Golf Club La Vecchia Pievaccia Montecatini Terme, situated at 35 KM;
Golf Club Versilia Pietrasanta, situated at 35 KM;
Golf Club Cosmopolitan Tirrenia, situated at 45 KM;
Golf Club Le Pavoniere Prato, situated at 60 KM;
Golf Club Ugolino Grassina, situated at 90 KM.
“GOLF PLAYER” PACKAGE Euro 490,00

- 6 Nights stay with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available).
- Basket of the “athlete”
- Welcome drink
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.
Extra charge for D.U.S. room is 30,00 Euro a day.
At the moment of the booking, Tee Time is required for reservation of golf court.

WEE-END “WINE TASTING & TOURS”
A JOURNEY THROUGH THE ITALIAN VINEYARDS

Valid for period January/October
You can have a great holiday experience with the “wine package” that you will always cherish and
remember. An excellent opportunity to sample great wines and also explore the richness of the
areas visited.
BOLGHERI
This small hamlet (borgo) found on the Tuscan coast is a magical place where some of the most
magical wines are made. Sassicaia, Guado al Tasso, Solaia, are to name but a few of the great
wines found in this area that by now has some of the most exuberant prices of land in the region.
Being able to drink these wines on the land where they are produced is one of the most
unforgettable experiences. You will breathe the air of Maremma, the wildest and most rugged
part of Tuscany where the international grape species become the great well-known Supertuscans
This is one of the most beautiful areas of the Tuscan coast and this proud and difficult land is the
doorway to Maremma, the wildest area of Tuscany, where cowboys and horsemen beat the
famous Buffalo Bill in a competition. Bolgheri is also known as the Bordeaux of Tuscany, where
the Supertuscans such as Sassicaia, Ornellaia, Guado al Tasso, Masseto, etc. are produced. A
tour of this area can be defined as a “wine-holiday”, where wine-tasting blends perfectly into the
relaxing and luxurious atmosphere, where land meets sea in a wonderfully natural embrace.
TOUR DETAILS

Departure in the morning from the hotel by private car with Camillo, expert sommelier. Begin
with a visit of Caia Rossa winery in Riparbella. Wine tasting and explanation of the techniques
of viticulture.
Visit of the hamlet of Riparbella.
Visit of Bolgheri hamlet and light lunch
Visit of the second winery Tenuta Argentiera. Tour of the vineyards with wonderful landscape of
the Mediterranean Sea and the Gulf of Baratti. Wine tasting.
Return back to the hotel around 6.00 p.m.
SAN GIMIGNANO
Manhattan? It existed in medieval times in San Gimignano. The most influential families built
towers – the higher the tower, the more powerful the family. San Gimignano and Vernaccia wine
are a must for tourists visiting Tuscany. Not far from there you can find Volterra, known as the
town of alabaster; to this day used by expert craftsmen to create unique works of art, and the
Abbey of San Galgano with its famous sword in the rock, origin of the legend of King Arthur.
TOUR DETAILS

Departure from the hotel by private car with Camillo, expert sommelier. Begin with visit to the
winery in San Gimignano, Fattoria Poderi del Paradiso followed by wine tasting.
Visit to Casa alle Vacche winery.
Visit of the hamlet San Gimignano and light lunch
Visit of Monteriggioni hamlet
Return back to the hotel around 6.00 p.m.

LUCCA & THE HILLS
Join us in a discovery of the spectacular areas that surround the noble and wealthy city of Lucca,
where you can visit the Pinocchio Park, birthplace of the famous wooden puppet as well as the
most interesting local vineyards.
You will be amazed by the countryside surrounding the lots of land and you'll understand why
these areas are considered the most noble and elegant. Green rolling hills and stunning liberty style
villas will accompany your eno-gastronomic tour.
During the tour of this area you will be able to see the splendid vineyards which produce excellent
wines such as those from Montecarlo or the hills of Lucca, as well as marvellous areas of
Tuscany. You will visit one of the noble areas of Tuscany, where villas and old farmhouses offer
visitors an atmosphere of old times, with their beautiful Italian style gardens and their architecture
that recall the splendour of the old noble estates of the families that once lived in these places. The
Lucca area is less touristic, and therefore maintains a “real” and unspoiled landscape.
TOUR DETAILS

Departure in the morning from the hotel by private car with Camillo, expert sommelier.
Begin with a visit to the Azienda Agricola Carmignani with wine tasting in Montecarlo di
Lucca. Visit of the hamlet of Montecarlo.
Visit of Fattoria del Teso with wine tasting
Visit of Lucca and Villa Grabau and its wonderful gardens, light lunch in Lucca.
Return back to the hotel around 6.00 p.m.
BOLGHERI
- January/March
- April/June
- July/October

Euro 375,00
Euro 405,00
Euro 435,00

SAN GIMIGNANO - LUCCA E LE COLLINE
- January/March
Euro 345,00
- April/June
Euro 375,00
- July/October
Euro 405,00
The package includes :
Two nights stay in room with buffet breakfast
Welcome drink
Special gift in room on arrival
Rate daily per person with taxes and service charges
Tuscany is split up into different wine producing zones, each one offering different types of wine like:
Chianti Classico, Brunello di Montalcino, Nobile di Montepulciano, the Supertuscans from
Bolgheri, Carmignano etc. For other itineraries please advise and we will be glad to make our
proposal.

WEEKEND “ANTIQUARIAN MARKET” IN LUCCA
Tuscany is a region with many villages and cities that, even today, mantains the fascination of the
past united to the beauties of the squares, the alleys and the monuments. The “Mercato
dell’Antiquariato Lucchese” takes place in a context of “fortified city”, unchanged in the centuries,
and it is located in alleys and little squares the third weekend of every month. The tradition of
antiquarianism in Lucca has ancient origins and the search of unique objects in the medieval
Europe made this city and its noble families very famous for the richness of their palaces.
- January/March
Euro 130,00
- April/June
Euro 160,00
- July/October
Euro 190,00
- November
Euro 130,00
The rates include:
- 2 nights in a room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness” in room
- welcome drink
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V..AT.
Extra charge for double room single use is Euro 30,00 a day.

“RENDEZ-VOUS” WEEKEND
Travelling is like discovering with your body and your mind and, coming back, you remain with
the moments, the feelings, the flavours and the scents. The Tuscan kitchen is simple, made of
“poor” products but rich of taste, coltivated thanks to a direct relationship between the farmer and
his land, where the high quality of oil and wine exaults the flavours. This stay is projected to carry
out a route to the discovery of the suggestions of the palate, through the tasting of the tipical plates
in the characteristic Tuscan restaurants.
-

January/March
April/June
July/October

Euro 240,00
Euro 250,00
Euro 290,00

The rates include:
- 2 nights in a room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness” in room
- welcome drink
- 2 dinner in well known Restaurants in city centre with local wine and mineral water
included
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.
Extra charge for double room single use is Euro 30,00 a day.

ROMANTIC WEEKEND – Euro 280,00
Run away after saying “yes”!
A special event to celebrate?
Our hotel offers many opportunities to celebrate a birthday, an anniversary, a particular moment
like the “honey-moon”. A cup of champagne and the party will start!
We know how to offer the best to our guests and we always give them something unique in an
elegant atmosphere where hospitality and reception are an important part of our tradition.
The rates include:
- 2 nights in a Junior Suite
- room service for breakfast
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- welcome drink
- basket of fresh fruit
- bottle of “spumante” with strawberries
- candle-light dinner at Buca di S.Antonio Restaurant
- transfer to/from airport with white limousine (if requested with cost)
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.

THE VACATION WITH THE CAPITOL “V” IN TUSCANY
A HOLIDAY IN LUCCA WITH THE FAMILY – Euro 600,00
Planning a vacation in Tuscany with your family is pleasant, relaxing and amusing. You can visit
Pisa and its leaning tower, Florence and its museums and elegant boutiques, Siena and its “Palio”,
Vinci and Leonardo’s house and museum, Montecatini and its famous thermae, Versilia and its
fine sand beach, the numerous medieval villages, the farms for wine tasting and a lot of
amusement for children, like Collodi, the village of “Pinocchio”, and Viareggio, the town of the
“Carnival”.
Stay of 2 adults and 2 children for 4 nights in Junior Suite with welcome drink, buffet for
breakfast, basket of “sweets”, taxes, service and VAT.
We offer a special rate to the grandfathers who accompany the family Euro 520,00 per person.

“SEVEN NOTES” SUMMER
A symphony of emotions – A seat at the theatre
The summer, for those who are fond of opera, music and ballets, is a season rich of events not to
lose and to join the pleasure of the discovery of charming angles of the Tuscany.
The grand opera is recognized to be the more complete theatrical spectacle contemplating the
music, the singing and the dance.
A unique occasion to live and let yourself be transported by the melodies of the operas of the great
Maestro Giacomo Puccini in the splendid scene of the open theatre with the background of the
Massaciuccoli Lake.
th
The 58 Festival Puccini will propose, in the months of July and August, “Tosca”, “Madama
Butterfly”, “La Boheme”, “La Traviata” and our hotel proposes the following program:
Stay in double room
Euro 95,00 a day
Extra charge D.U.S. room Euro 35,00 a day
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and VAT.
Tranfer to/from Torre del Lago in private car with driver at your disposition outside the theatre
Euro 140,00 or by a shuttle bus with a cost of Euro 30,00 per person
The rates include:
- Buffet for breakfast
- Taxes, service and VAT
The rates don’t include:
- Price of the tickets for operas.
Information of the theatre:
The open theatre is subdived in 5 sectors for the opera. Al the seats are numbered.
The prices of the tickets are the following:
- Gold
€160,00
- I sector
€129,00
- II sector
€ 91,00
- III sector
€ 59,00
- IV sector
€ 33,00
Package can be booked till 30th

Rare and precious value, time controls the rythm of life

The life of everyone is rich of events. The most important and significant ones are those that we
want to remember and the line of time is an indispensable instrument.
Time to be dedicated to ourselves, time to pay attention to our own affections, time to feel
emotions. In the line of time everyone can mark the date related to a particular event. If you have
an important date in your life, we would like you to celebrate that anniversary with us and
therefore we propose a stay in Lucca, a fascinating city that is famous, not only for its beautiful
panoramas, but also for typical stores, wide green areas, antique walls where you can go by bike or
walk and its localization between Pisa and Florence.
A long weekend with a stay of 4 nights in double room with a buffet for breakfast, welcome drink
and basket of “deliciousness”.
- April/June
Euro 320,00
- July/October Euro 360,00
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.
Extra charge for D.U.S. room is 30,00 Euro a day.

“MIMOSA” PACKAGE”
For the modern woman
The reasons for which Tuscany is considerated by the tourists as a “much demanded” destination
all over the world are various and multiple: holidays, wellness, worldliness, culture, sport and the
beauty of the territory. A trip to Tuscany is an experience that involves, captures your senses and
seduces with its colours, scents and the beauty that characterizes every angle. If you need to
escape from the ordinary life, you should choose a stay in Tuscany letting yourself be seducted by
the atmosphere of nature and places. The fascination of the Tuscan spirit, friendly people ready to
receive you with a smile and to accept you as a part of the family... with the assistance of a
dedicated staff that will take care of every detail with discretion and precision during the whole
period of your holiday.
Therefor, thinking about a destination where you can be received, you can find Lucca, a splendid
city, situated between Florence and Pisa, with its fascination of artistic city, where San Luca
Palace Hotel guarantees you a sure reference of tradition and quality.
The package includes:
- 2 nights in double room with up-grade in Junior Suite (if available) with breakfast (buffet)
- welcome drink
- floreal gift
- basket of fresh fruit
- feminine newspapers and magazines
- bike for a tour in city centre
- transfer, in case of arrival at the train station or at the airport (if requested)
Euro 250,00 with taxes, service and V.A.T.
Supplement second person package 2 nights Euro 180,00
The package includes :
- 4 nights in double room with up-grade in Junior Suite (if available) with breakfast (buffet)
- welcome drink
- floreal gift
- basket of fresh fruit
- feminine newspapers and magazines
- bike for a tour on the “city ancient walls”
- half-a-day of shopping in Lucca with Personal Shopper(4 hours)
- transfer, in case of arrival at the train station or at the airport (if requested)
Euro 590,00 with taxes, service and V.A.T.
Supplement second person package 4 nights Euro 340,00

REDISCOVERING TIME
Tuscany is rich of history and is the region with the greatest artistic, cultural and historical
patrimony in Italy. Here the Medici family have had their power and during the Renaissance
famous personages like Giotto, Michelangelo, Dante Alighieri, Leonardo, etc. were born.
Today every city has its history and they are all beautiful and particular.
What we propose to you is to know it through the discovery of the small town, rich of history, art,
popular and gastronomic traditions.
Imagine the pleasure that you will feel visiting medieval villages with ancient walls and castles.
Many are fortified and overhanging the country gold-colored by the grain and verdant for the
vineyards and for olive groves and with breath-taking views. Their atmosphere will make you feel
like diving into another era.
- April/June
Euro 260,00
- July/October Euro 290,00
The rates include:
- 2 nights in double room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness” in room
- welcome drink
Departure at 2 p.m. in car with driver to visit the villages of Montecarlo, Buggiano, Cozzile,
Montecatini Alto and return in hotel at 6 p.m..
The rates are per person and include taxes, service and V.A.T.

TUTTA UN’ALTRA MUSICA Euro 200,00
The “Summer Festival” is one of the most exciting musical events of the year. Each summer in
Lucca lovers of good music listen to famous national and international artists meet in Piazza
Napoleone, makes it an even more exciting experience.
Tha package included :
- stay of 2 nights’ accommodation with breakfast buffet.
- possibly of early check-in and late check-out at 2 p.m. (subject to availability)
- basket of “deliciousness”
- welcome drink
The rates are per person and include taxes, service, V.A.T.
Extra charge for double room single use Euro 30,00 a day.

TUSCANY AND THE FASHION
Shopping
Tuscany does not only fascinate for its art and culture, the generous and luxuriant nature, for the
semplicity of the gastronomy, for the vineyards and the olive groves and for the traditional
hospitality of its people, but also for being the center of fashion and all that evolves around it.
San Luca Palace Hotel proposes a stay dedicated esclusively to “high fashion” shopping with visit
to special points of sale, to handicraft laboratories and factories that indicate the way of the style in
the world with their quality and trade mark.
The program includes visits to outlets, leather factories, footwear, chinas, clothing, silver.
- Suggestion nr. 1 : Shopping in Lucca (4 hours)with tasting cheese and salami
April/June
Euro 320,00
- July/October Euro 350,00
- Suggestion nr. 2 : Shopping in Lucca (4 hours) with wine tasting
April/June
Euro 340,00
- July/October Euro 370,00
- Suggestion nr. 3 : Shopping al “The Mall” (6 hours)
April/June
Euro 370,00
- July/October Euro 400,00
The rates include:
- 3 nights in double room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- welcome drink
- basket of “deliciousness” in room
- expert guide of fashion
- departure time to be agreed. Transfer to “The Mall” by your car
The rates are per person and include taxes, service, V.A.T.
Lunch, snacks, drinks are not included
The Italian Style does not need to be introduced in the word of international fashion of course, and
a large number of Italian branded showrooms are blossoming all over the globe: from the states to
the far-east, the Italian brands are very popular on the market. And talking about Italian style we
must talk about "Tuscan Style", as this is a region where many of the most important griffes are
based.
Your stay will be enriched with visits to outlets factory stores of the most famous Italian brands.
- THE MALL: Situated in the green hills of Tuscany, it hosts many outlet shops: Gucci, Bottega
Veneta, Giorgio Armani, Emilio Pucci, Tod's, Hogan, Ives Saint Laurent, La Perla, Ungaro,
Ferragamo, Marni, Alexander MC Queen, Stella MC Cartney, Yoji Yamamoto, Sergio Rossi,
Valentino, Agnona, Balenciaga, Burberry, E. Zegna, PincoPallino, Loro Piana, Prada.

LUCCA – THE HEART OF TUSCANY
Have you ever thought of giving an unusual gift?
“WEEKEND REGALO” is the proposal to celebrate a particular occasion, a birthday for a friend
or a parent that will remember you for the kind and original thougth.
“WEEKEND REGALO” – 2 nights at the price of Eur 180,00 a person
The rates include:
- stay in double room (up-grade in Junior Suite if available)
- breakfast (buffet)
- welcome drink
- basket of “deliciousness” in room
- free from 0 to 6 years in room with parents
- taxes, service and V.A.T. included
SAN LUCA PALACE HOTEL – THE HEART OF THE CITY
Voucher for the purchase of the offer “WEEKEND REGALO”
Stamp the form, compile it, sign it and send it via fax to the number: 0583/583085
Booking for _______________________________________________________________
Address
______________________________________________ civic no. ___________
Zip code ____________
City _______________________ District __________________
State ___________________________
Telephone ___________________________
Fax ____________________________
e-mail ______________________________
No. _______ “WEEKEND REGALO” of 2 (two) nights at price of Eur 180,00 a person for a total
of Eur __________________
“WEEKEND REGALO” in the name of

___________________________________

 Payment with credit card :
the undersigned __________________________________________ owner of the credit
card ________________________________________ expiry date _________________
authorizes SAN LUCA PALACE HOTEL to debit the total sum of Eur ______________
on his credit card indicated of which a copy is enclosed, for the purchase of the package
“WEEKEND REGALO”.
 Payment with bank credit transfer:
credit tranfer in favour of SAN LUCA PALACE HOTEL to :
GE.AL di Piscitelli Giuseppe
BANCA NAZIONALE DEL LAVORO – Agenzia 3946 Montecatini Terme (PT – Italy)
IBAN : IT45F0100570460000000001306 – SWIFT : BNLIITRRLUX
Causal to indicate : Name, Last name and write “purchase package WEEKEND
REGALO”.

Date _________________

Signature ________________________

NOT JUST FOR THE WEEK-END Euro 230,00
Discover Lucca…..by bike
Allow yourself a nice holiday and discover this beautiful city where you will visit places rich of
art, history, gastronomy and entertainment.
To discover Lucca during its best periods, we have arranged a special offer:
Week-ends from Friday to Sunday
The special offer we have prepared for you includes the room with buffet breakfast, a welcome
drink on arrival, a gift in the room, a 2 hours guided visit city centre by bike, a “guest card” to get
discounts in recommended shops.
The package includes :
. 2 nights stay in a double room with buffet breakfast
. early check-in e late check-out (availability)
. welcome drink
. special gift in the room on arrival
. 2 hours guided visit city centre by “bike”
The rate is per person with tax, service charge and V.A.T. included
Supplement double room single use Euro 40,00 per day
We are expecting you.

NOT ONLY WEEKEND Eur 260,00
Discover Lucca ........ with carriage
Weekend from Friday to Sunday
Riding with the carriage on the quiet Walls or in the luminous public squares of Lucca is like
living again an ancient and interesting performance.
The rates include:
- 2 nights in double room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness”
- welcome drink
- tour with the carriage accompanied by a guide. At the end of the tour the guide continues
with you on foot to visit historical centre. Tour time : 1 hour.
The rates are per person and include taxes, service, V.A.T.
Extra charge for double room single use Euro 30,00 a day.

WEEKEND WITH CHILDREN Eur 800,00
How many times have you asked yourself if you have dedicated enough time to your children
during their infancy and at the same time we have too little.
San Luca Palace Hotel proposes a special family package combining culture and amusement.
Departure from the Hotel in the morning by your car to Montecarlo.
Visit to the medieval village of Montecarlo (LU) with one of the smallest theatre in Europe.
Pause on the hills of Lucca where you can find one of the most famous monumental trees of
Tuscany, the “Quercia delle Streghe di Villa Carrara” (the oaktree of the witches of Carrara
Villa) going back to the end of ‘400.
Continuation with visit to Vinci, where is located the native house of Leonardo and to the Museum
where you can admire the designs and his machines.
Drive to Collodi and visit to the Park of Pinocchio and to the garden of Villa Garzoni with the
“Casa delle Farfalle (house of butterflies)”.
- April/June
Euro 380,00
- July/October
Euro 440,00
The rates include:
- 2 nights in double room with breakfast (buffet)
- possibility of early check-in or late check-out (if available)
- basket of “deliciousness” in room
- welcome drink
Stay of 2 adults and 2 children for 2 nights with taxes, service and VAT.
Entrance tickets to museum, garden, villa, snacks and drinks are not included.



CAR RENTAL TUSCANY – LUXURY CARS
The San Luca Palace offers exclusive invitations and experiences. To enrich your holiday with
intense emotions and ensure that your days are great, you can experience pure adrenaline “by
renting a luxury car”. Make this breath-taking experience reserved for car enthusiasts and lovers of
unique experiences.
Contact us for this “unique proposal”.

